Selling your Gold and Silver Coins and Bullion
From time to time, you may desire to sell some of your gold and silver. Eagle European Capital
is happy to help you through the process and get your money back to you quickly. Call us or
email a list of your coins for sale, and we will give you a current market price estimate along
with an Order Number. Your order number must appear on all correspondence and packages
for identification purposes. We will provide a PDF label for your use when shipping/mailing your
coins to us. Upon receipt of your coins, the final price determination depends on market price
listed on the day received and final inspection of coins.
Email: info@EECService.com or Call: 817-749-0080 or Toll Free: 888-623-1239

Special Packing Required
Never send loose coins in a package. You should never be able to shake the box and hear any loose
coins. All coins should be taped in stacks or in tubes so that the coins/bars are not damaged or lost in
shipment.

Double box all shipments. After the coins are securely taped or in tubes, place into an inner box
and pack with filler (bubble wrap or newspaper) stuffed in all empty spaces. Next, securely tape
the inner box and place inside of the carrier’s box along with more filler surrounding it. Use
USPS brown paper tape to secure the outer box on all seams and cover each of the corners.
This additional step prevents the box from splitting open during shipment.
If you only have a few coins to sell, you can send them in a mailing envelope. Be sure to check
with the post office for USPS “Approved for Registered Mail” mailing envelopes. Tape your
coins to a piece of cardboard using masking tape and insert into the envelope. Be sure you
cannot feel the coins from outside the envelope. If necessary, add a second piece of cardboard
to sandwich and conceal the coins from touch.

Processing Time
Eagle European Capital processes your sale within 2-5 days after receiving the shipment. Your
check will be mailed via First Class Mail unless you have requested another form of payment.
Bank wires are available for a $35 fee.

Shipper
We highly recommend USPS Registered mail for shipping your coins/bullion and of course the
shipment should be insured for the total estimated value. You are, however, responsible for
shipping and can choose whatever method you prefer to get the coins to our office. The
coins/bullion remains your property during shipment, and we are not responsible for the
content of the box until it is received, signed for, and verified at our office.
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